INTRODUCTION

Development Strategies was commissioned by Downtown Evansville
Development Corporation (DEDC), to better understand what is possible,
from a market perspective, to serve as a foundation for a strategic
framework that supports and guides future development. Sites must be
chosen selectively, in places that are most catalytic. Development cannot
be uniform; different products will be needed to target different
demographics and different needs. The DEDC has also commissioned a
guiding strategy document to serve this purpose.
Downtowns across the Midwest and Southeast, such as St. Louis,
Indianapolis, and Nashville, have added thousands of housing units since
2000, transforming them into vibrant urban neighborhoods. This resurgence
was driven largely by increasing demand by young professionals for
walkable, urban neighborhoods and the corresponding investment in these
elements by the cities in which they live. In other words, the growth of
downtowns has been driven by market forces and good planning. Now, data
indicates that downtowns may be on the cusp of a resurgence in employment
and visitation as well.
Though not always at the leading edge of this trend, small and mid-sized
communities have been investing in, and witnessing a downtown resurgence
as well. Cities such as Des Moines and Chattanooga are exemplary, but
places like Toledo and Akron are also seeing downtown investments yield
returns. Downtown Evansville fits the profile of a community that is perhaps
behind the curve on housing development, but is gaining momentum, with
place-based investments on Main and Walnut Streets, paired with hospitality
and medical office development, and a 100-plus unit new construction
apartment development under construction.
This document, which provides market analysis as a foundation of
understanding for what development is possible over the next decade, clearly
demonstrates that there is an opportunity to double the amount of downtown
housing, add employment and hotel beds, and increase the quantity and
quality of retail storefronts. These opportunities can become the cornerstone
of a development strategy for a fuller revitalization of Downtown Evansville.

The study considers site context, marketability opportunities and
constraints, socio-economic trends and characteristics in housing, office,
retail and hospitality sectors; the performance of peer cities, competitive
supply, and demand and market segmentation in these sectors. These
analyses result in conclusions about future characteristics of residents,
workers, and visitors; the products that they will demand, and the likely
market performance and rate at which the development can occur.
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Analysis of existing supply indicates a great deal about what the market will
support in terms of rents, sale prices, and lease rates. It indicates
preferences for specific products or locations. Sometimes, analysis of the
competitive market can reveal specific opportunities for developers by
identifying newer, more competitive types of development that achieve
product differentiation by focusing on quality, amenity, design, or service
offerings. Supply analysis provides critical foundational information for both
market analysis and market strategy.
Determining market support for housing, retail, office and hospitality in
Evansville’s Downtown requires quantitative analysis of many interdependent
variables—specifically, those relating to demand, competitive supply,
economic conditions, demographic trends, and site marketability
opportunities and constraints.
A full understanding of market potential also requires imagination and the
ability to conceptualize how different efforts, ranging from placemaking to
feelings of safety, can change outcomes in subtle and dramatic ways. This is
where market strategy comes into focus: it is essential to identify the
elements that influence positive market outcomes; these elements then
become the framework for a strategy to create an environment in which good
development not only happens, but is truly catalytic.
Market analysis can essentially be divided into the study of people, product,
and place:

PEOPLE: Demand Analysis (Who)
Demand analysis is fundamentally about people: who lives in the community
today? Where do they live? What are their needs? Who is moving into the
community. How many? This requires not only analysis of standard
demographic data like income, age, and population, but consumer data that
indicates preferences toward urban walkability, emphasis on K-12 education,
perceptions relating to safety, and a whole host of variables that guide
peoples’ needs. Where there is a mismatch between what people want and
what is currently supplied, a market opportunity exists.

PRODUCT: Supply Analysis (What)

PLACE: Location (Where)
In real estate, it is commonly understood that market performance and
development opportunities can vary greatly, depending on the location of a
site. This has a number of contributing factors that range from the tangible
(presence of heavy industry and noise), practical (proximity to schools or
services), to more tacit, including perception and cultural bias. Place can
have a strong influence on real estate location, and includes the design and
functionality of an area, as well as its perceived value.
While market analysis helps understand current conditions and opportunity,
market strategy identifies how to change conditions and capitalize on
opportunity.
›

Demand identifies potential market support for new and existing
development, strategy asks, “How do we get them here?” to live, work,
shop, visit, and recreate.

›

Supply analysis evaluates what is currently in the market, and (often) what
development products are successful in other places. Market strategy
asks what should be built, and where?

›

Place and location analysis evaluates what a place is today. Strategy
seeks to improve the quality of place to create better market outcomes.
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MARKETABILITY
& PHYSICAL ANALYSIS

A key first step in context analysis is understanding the scale of what is
currently in a study area.

Understanding the market potential for new and rehabbed development
Downtown requires an understanding of existing assets and how they can be
best leveraged to maximize opportunity. The foundation of any market
analysis relies heavily on demographic, socioeconomic, and real estate
survey data, variations in land use, density, streets, amenities, and
pedestrian activity, which then helps inform how the market can leverage
these characteristics to enhance value and experience. Marketability
analysis seeks to understand Downtown in the context of its assets—
strengths that can be built upon to create new opportunities—and challenges
such as barriers to new development, connectivity issues and market
weaknesses.
The purpose of the following report is to identify market opportunities for new
residential, retail, hospitality, and office development, and understanding the
dynamics of Downtown's broader economic, cultural, and institutional
ecosystem is critical. Different parts of Downtown can attract different types
of people for a host of reasons. For example, office workers have a different
set of needs than new residents. Likewise, conventioneers and visitors to
the casino may have different retail and entertainment needs than those who
come to Main Street and the riverfront. Yet there are factors that make
different areas of Downtown marketable to different groups, and more
experiences can be cultivated over time with a strategic approach.
Marketability analysis allows for the:
› identification of assets and opportunities.
› understanding of strengths and weaknesses in urban form and land use.

› clarification of which assets can be leveraged immediately and what weaknesses

need to be addressed over time.
› recommendations of strategic locations for catalyst projects.

Downtown Evansville, defined in this report to be the service boundary of the
Downtown Evansville Development Corporation (DEDC), is currently home to
about 2,200 residents—three-quarters of which are renters—living in
approximately 1,200 housing units. Residential development activity
Downtown has been slow, post-recession, but momentum has been building
recently with 230 new or rehabbed units planned or under construction.
Downtown contains nearly 3.4 million square feet of office space which
houses many of its 19,000 jobs. Downtown also contains around 360,000
square feet of retail space that generates approximately $72 million in annual
sales. The convention center, arena, casino, and major employers attract
numerous visitors that can be accommodated in 580 hotel rooms, with an
additional 200 in the pipeline. Overall, Downtown Evansville has a strong
base to build upon, with many assets and amenities already in place.

DOWNTOWN METRICS
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CIVIC & COMMUNITY

Downtown Evansville has a number of institutional, cultural and economic
assets, as well as anchors and landmarks, that are key contributors to the
economy and quality of life in the region, (as shown on the map). With over
19,000 jobs in local government, banking and finance, professional and
technical services, and other service sectors, Downtown has the highest
concentration of employment in the region, and includes major regional
destinations such as the Ford Center, Old National Events Plaza, Victory
Theatre, and Evansville Museum. It offers a riverfront trail and a unique
urban experience along Main Street. With the recent streetscaping, hotel,
and medical development projects along Walnut Street, as well as proposed
developments, community events and wayfinding projects throughout,
Downtown is poised for a revival in the years to come.
Downtown is home to a number of civic and community buildings, including
county and local government offices, community centers such as the YMCA,
and educational institutions such as the Indiana University School of
Medicine campus located at the new Stone Family Center for Health
Sciences facility. These institutions bring many employees and visitors
downtown, and the activity they generate can be harnessed to activate and
support nearby businesses.
A number of historic properties Downtown serve as landmarks; visible
reminders of the city’s historic heritage. These buildings present Downtown
with a distinct blend of architectural styles such as Classic Revival in the
Veterans Memorial Coliseum, Richardsonian Romanesque in the Old Post
Office, Art Deco in the Hulman Building, and Beaux Arts in the Old
Courthouse. As shown on the map on the right, Downtown Evansville falls
within two historic districts and contains many historic buildings that can
potentially be preserved and rehabbed to accommodate modern uses.

HISTORIC/HERITAGE

ASSETS, ANCHORS, & LANDMARKS
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URBAN FORM

The diagram above shows the relationship
between built and unbuilt space. The Downtown
core, mainly along Main Street, has smaller-sized
closely-spaced buildings that are more walkable
and pedestrian friendly, which is vital for
downtown retail and entertainment uses. Further
from the core, development is more auto-oriented
with larger buildings surrounded by surface
parking and open space. The diagram above
highlights many opportunities where vacant land
and underutilized surface parking can be
repurposed for infill development, parks, or other
uses that will enhance the urban environment in
the future.

CONNECTIVITY

Downtown Evansville has a relatively wellconnected street system. Lloyd Expressway
travels along the northern edge of the study area
connecting the region to Downtown. Direct links
to adjacent neighborhoods are primarily provided
by Riverside Drive, 2nd Street, 3rd Street, Walnut
Street and MLK Jr. Boulevard. Pedestrian and
vehicular connectivity within Downtown is
hampered by superblocks—large consolidated
parcels without cross streets—which limit access
and force drivers and pedestrians to take
circuitous routes. Investments in streetscaping
and discouraging the creation of more
superblocks within Downtown can improve
connectivity and ease of access for all.

PUBLIC PARKING

Downtown Evansville has a healthy supply of
parking available for residents, workers, and
visitors. Although a majority of the parking is for
private use by large employers and businesses,
there are also a number of lots and garages
accessible to the public, as shown in the map
above. With more efficient use and sharing of
parking facilities, surface parking lots can become
ideal locations for infill development and catalyst
projects that are important to the long-term
success of Downtown Evansville.

BIKE & PEDESTRIAN

Downtown populations require safe and attractive
streets that are pedestrian and bicycle-friendly.
The map above shows the amount of activity on
downtown streets based on data from Stravia, a
health app commonly used by runners and
cyclists. Roads with heavy use include Main
Street, Vine Street, Court Street, and Riverside
Drive, along with streets that link to nearby
neighborhoods. Unsurprisingly, usage is higher
along bike routes and in areas with improved
streetscapes, denser urban form, and fewer
superblocks. Catalyst projects along these
streets could benefit from these high levels of
pedestrian and bicycle activity.

TRANSIT

A quality public transit system connects workers,
residents, and visitors to destinations. It reduces
vehicular traffic, lessens the need for parking, and
generally contributes to a higher quality urban
experience. METS, Evansville’s public transit
system, has its main terminal Downtown and
provides service along key corridors with buses
scheduled to run every 30 minutes. This system
connects the central business district to
surrounding neighborhoods, regional shopping,
and institutions. While there is ample service
along the northern core, east-west connectivity
along the southern core is lacking, as shown in
the map above. Access to public transit and its
level of service are key determinants to the
success of Downtown catalyst projects.

PARKS & RECREATION

In addition to their intrinsic environmental,
aesthetic, and recreational benefits, parks also
have positive economic effects. They enhance
property values, increase municipal revenue,
bring in new residents, homebuyers, workers,
retirees and visitors, and attract new businesses
and employers. Other than the Fourth & Main
Park, the riverfront is the only major recreation
area downtown, as shown in the map above.
Recent investments in beautification and
streetscaping demonstrate a willingness to
improve walkability and access. As Downtown
Evansville seeks to be more competitive, strategic
park developments can become vital catalysts in
the coming years.
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HOSPITALITY & TOURISM

Part of the role of the DEDC in implementation of catalytic projects will
involve making sure that the use of land aligns with the strategic vision of the
Evansville Downtown Masterplan. This can greatly impact the effectiveness
of catalyst projects in reviving Downtown development and drive growth in
the years to come. For instance, a catalytic residential project can revitalize
surrounding land for development, especially if complimentary uses are
allowed through zoning. Likewise, long-term impacts of catalyst projects can
be ensured by choosing sites in locations that are most likely to drive more
development in the future. The land use map of Downtown Evansville
indicates a lot of land allocated for commercial (or mixed) use. Taking a
closer look at the building level allows us to understand the existing mix of
different uses in Downtown in more detail.

Downtown Evansville is a tourism hub with a number of key regional
attractions such as Tropicana Casino, Ford Center, Evansville Museum etc.
Some of these attract overnight visitors, which provide support for hotels.
The map on the right shows concentrations of both these uses along the
riverfront as well as along MLK Jr Blvd between Main and Walnut Streets.
With the addition of the two new under-construction hotels, Walnut Street
shows promise to link these key uses.

Downtown Evansville has a number of buildings in use for industrial
warehousing, manufacturing and associated services. Usually of large
footprints, they have potential to be rehabbed for creative industries requiring
larger spaces, and providing workforce housing, among other uses. The new
‘NoCo’ makers district located north of Court Street is likely to attract
entrepreneurs and creatives, and a few underutilized parcels and buildings in
the area show promise for redevelopment.

INDUSTRIAL

LAND USE MAP
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HOUSING
The housing stock downtown is comprised of historic single family houses,
affordable housing complexes, multifamily rentals, market-rate apartments,
and rehabbed condos. Downtown residential developments over the past
two decades has largely consisted of renovated historic buildings.
› The historic single family houses are located to the south of Downtown nearby the

city’s historic neighborhoods. Renovations of old smaller two-unit and four-unit
properties are common along the southern Downtown periphery.
› Downtown condo properties and market-rate multifamily are mostly located in

Downtown core, close to the riverfront. Downtown condo properties are positioned
at the top of the relatively modest Evansville market. In addition, Downtown
properties achieve a significant location premium over comparable rentals
elsewhere.
› Affordable units are mostly located along and north of MLK Jr Boulevard, and south

of the Ford Center.

RETAIL
Retail in Downtown Evansville is mostly concentrated along the Main Street
corridor, consisting primarily of restaurants and a handful of small shops.
There are a few blocks of historic buildings with ground retail with promise
along 4th street between Locust and Cherry Streets. These retail clusters
are major assets to the city and are among the few locations in Evansville
where a historic, mixed-use, pedestrian-friendly district exists—an amenity
that should be leveraged to support tourism, economic development, and
talent recruitment and retention. With recent street improvements and major
developments, as well as nearby employers and destinations such as the
Ford Center, Walnut Street could be positioned for retail opportunities in the
future,

OFFICE
Downtown Evansville is the office hub for the region and is home to several
of the region’s major employers, including Vectren - a CenterPoint Energy
company, Old National Bank, and One Main Financial. A handful of large,
owner-occupied high-rises highlight the downtown core, while older dated,
lower-density properties are scattered on the periphery.
› Downtown contains a mix of historic and modern spaces, including two large built-to

-suit headquarter buildings completed by Old National Bank and Vectren in 2004
and 2005.
› Most of the office use buildings are concentrated north of Walnut Street, decreasing

in size and class overall as we move away from the core.
› Many of the larger footprint office buildings are either owner-occupied or have a lot

of vacant space because they are not marketable in its current condition for office
use.

HEALTHCARE
In comparison to downtowns of similar size, Downtown Evansville has a high
concentration of healthcare-related uses—with a medical district clustered
between Locust Street and Chandler Avenue, along 4th Street and 6th
Street, (as shown on the map). Buildings here include Select Specialty
Hospital, County Health Department, current and proposed Deaconess
Clinic, the newly-built Stone Family Center for Health Services, and other
associated clinics. Future medical developments will likely show preference
to continuing to cluster within the medical hub.
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Downtown Evansville has seen an uptick in development and renovation
activity in recent years. The completion of the DoubleTree Hotel and the
expansion of the Stone Family Center for Health Services in 2017 and 2018
respectively, are only two of many recent and proposed developments that
have sparked energy and investor interest. Years of concerted efforts in
transforming Downtown into a vibrant urban core, and active involvement of
public and private partnerships is showing results.
Following the 1995 opening of Casino Aztar along the riverfront, Downtown
experienced sporadic development for the next 15 years. This included a
boost from the new Old National Bank headquarters in 2004 and Vectren
headquarters in 2005, both along Riverside Drive. The next big development
came in 2011 with the construction of the Ford Center. Recovery of the
market from the recession was slow, but in December 2015, the state of
Indiana awarded $42 million in state-matching funds to the southwest Indiana
region with the purpose of supporting projects to bring in more investment,
job creation, and talent. In addition to the Regional Cities grant, an updated
Downtown Master Plan released in 2016 and the creation of an Economic
Improvement District (EID) have acted as catalysts to drive the developments
and renovations downtown.
The map on the right illustrates recent and proposed developments in
Downtown Evansville. Along with the recent hotel and medical school
expansion, Walnut Street and nearby streets saw major investments in
streetscaping and is expected to see the addition of two hotels – 139 room
Hyatt Place and 76 room Mediterranean; and the new 100,000 square feet
Deaconess Clinic – along the corridor. Tropicana Evansville Casino on
Riverside Drive added the first land-based casino in Indiana, moving from its
original riverboat, in 2017. Downtown Evansville saw several rehabs and
renovation projects recently, including historic buildings such as Owen Block;
the former Greyhound Station (now BRUBurger Bar), residential buildings
such as Cambridge Apartment; WNIN building and Main Street Gateway to
the Arts on Main Street; and renovations on several floors of the Fifth Third
Center. The $40 million, 144-unit mixed-use Post House development under
construction will bring new apartments, office and retail space between Vine

and Sycamore Streets. The YMCA, in partnership with St. Vincent, is
constructing a community healthcare and wellness facility and incomebased housing units at Sixth Street and Court Street, which is set for
completion in August 2019. Signature School has proposed expansion of
its facilities at Sixth Street and Main Street. The Pearl Steam Laundry
building along Third Street is set to be rehabbed into creative class A office
space, while the nearby National Biscuit Company building is proposed for
conversion to 22 market-rate apartments with a restaurant and bakery on its
ground floor.
Recent developments and planning efforts have prompted the city to
consider streetscaping and green infrastructure projects along Third Street,
and the upgrading of the Fourth and Main Street Park. Furthermore, the
city’s water and sewer utility intends to set aside several parcels toward
water retention tanks, which will make the downtown resilient against
flooding and can also play a role in expanding green space.

RECENT & PROPOSED DEVELOPMENTS

TRENDS

Consumer preference surveys show a shift in housing and community
preferences that align with these demographic shifts.

The national population is growing and shifting demographically, implying
that the types of housing offered will have to be altered to meet changing
needs. Major trends include:
›

More seniors: The population is aging—there will be 52 million more
Americans over the age of 65 by 2060.1

›

Smaller households: American families are having fewer children, and
over one-quarter of households have just one person—a proportion that
has been steadily rising since 1960.1

›

Rental Demand is Up: Over 35 percent of U.S households were renteroccupied in 2015—the largest share since the 1960s.1

›

Community amenities: Nearly 50 percent of homebuyers surveyed in
2016 purchased a home in a community that offered shared amenities,
such as playgrounds and pools.2

›

Walkability: Nearly 90 percent of Americans surveyed indicated that it
was important to live within walking distance of places in their community,
such as retail and parks.2

These shifts can be seen not just on a national scale, but regionally and
locally as well, and will have far-reaching and significant impacts on what
types of new real estate development will be successful downtown. Given
growing preferences for a mixed-use, walkable, urban environments, the
study area could be better positioned to become a thriving neighborhood
with residents, workers, and visitors alike.

A key trend regarding downtowns is that they are growing in most cities
across the country. In fact, 75 of the 100 most populous cities gained
population in their downtowns from 2000 to 2010. Mid-sized cities, or those
with 50,000 to 250,000 showed impressive growth in their downtowns over
the past several years.
Downtown growth does not occur in a vacuum. Rather, it relies on an
alignment of a multitude of factors, including private market leadership,
partnerships with institutions of higher education, establishment of attractions
like microbreweries, and event programming and festivals.
Many of these ideas and trends are succinctly summarized by John Karras in
Top 10 Trends Impacting Downtown Revitalization, and supported by a wide
range of studies and qualitative observations from successful downtowns.

Smart Growth America commissioned a survey, Core Values: Why
Companies are Moving Downtown, in 2016 to better understand what types
of companies are intentionally opening facilities in downtowns and why they
are doing so.
According to the survey, half of the companies surveyed moved from
suburban locations to downtowns. An additional 20 percent opened new
offices in downtown locations, while the remainder expanded their existing
footprint in downtowns.
Most companies surveyed indicated that talent recruitment was a top
reason for establishing or expanding a downtown location. Company
identity and moving to an environment that fosters more collaboration
among employees and peer firms were also key reasons.
The downtown environment is attractive to prospective employees, which
makes it attractive to companies. Cities that create a dynamic downtown
can foster a competitive advantage in terms of attracting and retaining
talent.

DOWNTOWNS ARE GROWING

COMPANIES ARE INTENTIONALLY
MOVING DOWNTOWN
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EMPLOYMENT TRENDS
Downtown Evansville

Data from CoStar shows that more than a third of the office space in the
Evansville MSA is located Downtown, making it the primary job center in the
region. Physical vacancies are high in Downtown with an overall vacancy
rate of leasable office space at around 43 percent. However, much of this
space is essentially out of the office market in its current condition, and would
require significant investment to return it to a productive office use. In order
to continue job growth downtown, the “marketable” office supply will need to
be increased, most likely through the renovation and repurposing of existing
structures as well as new construction.
Downtown wages are 11 percent higher than the rest of the region, likely due
to the high concentration of professional, technical, and finance jobs.
Spending by these office workers can contribute significantly to the amount
of supportable retail space downtown, particularly for quick-service and fullservice dining options, but also for groceries, personal care, drug stores, and
entertainment.
The study area is home to approximately 19,000 jobs. Unlike its suburban
counterparts, Downtown Evansville’s employment density is substantial—it
contains 16 percent of the city's jobs in less than two percent of the city's
land area. This high concentration of jobs in a walkable urban environment
creates a unique opportunity for the downtown to capture a significant portion
of employee spending, boosting redevelopment opportunities and increasing
vitality. Many of these workers may also choose to live downtown,
particularly as conditions continue to improve.

City of
Evansville

DOWNTOWN RESIDENTS IN US CITIES

Demographic data from growing downtown populations in Kansas City, St.
Louis, and Nashville help paint a clearer picture of potential downtown
residents.
Roughly half of new residents are young (under 35) and very few have
children. This implies the greatest demand is for mid-priced housing with an
emphasis on rental housing. However, mid-career professionals and empty
nesters also comprise a sizable market and generally can afford higher-end
housing, including for-sale housing. Households are evenly split between
singles (47 percent) and couples or roommates (51 percent), meaning
smaller units (studios, one-bedroom, and two-bedroom) will be in greatest
demand, though some (particularly homeowner couples) will prefer threebedroom units.
Downtown residents are well-educated, with an impressive 84 percent
holding college degrees. This not only informs housing development
decisions, but illustrates how providing downtown housing is an important
part of the city’s business development strategy in attracting and retaining a
talented workforce. This is further underscored by the fact that 33 percent of
residents are from out-of-town.
Survey data reveals a number of other interesting and relevant facts about
the type of people that are moving to downtowns. Just over half do not work
downtown. Therefore, while living close to work is certainly a lifestyle
decision that appeals to many, it is clearly not the only reason people move
downtown. The fact that over half of new residents do not work downtown
indicates that the appeal of living in a downtown neighborhood, regardless of
place of employment, is important to many. At the same time, employment
growth downtown can also stimulate residential demand.

TRENDS

TOP SECTORS NATIONALLY BY
LEASING ACTIVITY

Over the last decade, investment in walkable, urban locations has been a
key strategy for attracting residents to urban neighborhoods. These
investments are also becoming a key selling point for many businesses.
Downtown office space offers transit connectivity and walkable amenities that
are crucial to attracting talent, and a visible downtown presence promotes
business development, brand, and image for many companies—particularly
those needing to project creativity and collaboration. At the same time, given
costs of construction, most mid-sized markets have seen very little new office
construction, emphasizing existing building stock as part of strategies to grow
knowledge-based sectors.

The top sectors driving office leasing activity at the national level are moving
to, and expanding in downtown areas at rapid rates. Technology and
Finance and Insurance are positioned near the top of both categories, and
accounted for more than one-third of all office leasing activity nationwide in
the past year. A recent Smart Growth America survey of about 500
companies that relocated downtown between 2010 and 2015 indicated that
nearly half of relocations were from suburban areas of the same metro, while
another one in five represented a new downtown location or branch.
Retail trends in smaller and mid-size downtown markets are mixed. Though
regional retail continues to expand in most markets, downtown markets have
grown more slowly or even contracted. In many cases, the large decline of
downtown retail supply can be attributed to the closing of department stores
or larger retail anchors. Thriving downtowns need to focus on unique dining
and cultural experiences to create an environment that is enhanced by highquality retail. As retail shopping increasingly shifts online, there are
considerable barriers to larger-scale retail development. A holistic approach
for consideration, would be one that leverages quality retail as part of a mix
of uses that attracts people to downtown as a destination with distinctive
experiences.

COMPANIES MOVING AND EXPANDING
DOWNTOWN BY INDUSTRY

DOWNTOWN VS MSA: RETAIL
Percent Change in Retail Square Footage, 2010—May 2019

POPULATION GROWTH OF
YOUNG PROFESSIONALS BY CITY, 2010-2017

In modest-growth markets, Downtown population growth is driven primarily
by an influx of younger, educated households relocating from within, or to,
the region. They often move to be near employment and cultural amenities,
and are representative of a wider shift in preferences towards more active
urban environments. This residential population is critical for transforming
downtowns from hubs of economic and administrative activity to a collection
of neighborhoods that support unique and vibrant retail, commercial, and
entertainment opportunities. In this way, downtowns can experience growth
in regions that otherwise are not increasing significantly in population.
Providing attractive residential products that can accommodate these groups
is key. Consistent with most of its regional peers, including larger cities such
as Indianapolis and Louisville, population growth by young professionals in
the city of Evansville (defined as persons aged 25 to 34 with at least a
bachelors degree) exceeded the national average from 2010 to 2017
demonstrating a demographic shift even in smaller markets. This
emphasizes the need to continue proving the types of housing products that
would be attractive to this group, most notably, dense housing in walkable
neighborhoods.
The impact of downtown growth is evident across the Midwest and
Southeast. Even in cities in low-growth regions, such as Davenport, South
Bend, and Fort Wayne, downtown growth has been robust. This is notable
given the costs and challenges of building in dense urban areas, compared
to “green field” development in suburban areas. Clearly, demand for dense,
urban living from select segments of the population is strong.

POPULATION GROWTH RATE
Downtown vs. Metro, 2010—May 2019
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downtown growth, although total office supply is considerably lower since
historically, these were not thriving commercial hubs. Finally, Davenport
serves as more of a “true peer” to Evansville given the size of the region
and growth patterns, although the Davenport metro incorporates four
downtown areas (Quad Cities), each with their own set of challenges and
opportunities.
Metrics for several comparable regions were collected to understand the
relative position of Downtown Evansville. Peers were selected based on
metro area population, geography, growth patterns and other qualitative
considerations. Downtown boundaries were generally determined based on
land use patterns and built environment. Chattanooga should be considered
an aspirational peer given its size and current trajectory; however, it should
be recognized that the economic transition of this region has been taking
place for many years and once faced similar economic and market
challenges as Evansville. In-state peers include Fort Wayne and South
Bend; both of which have had slow, but steady growth in their downtowns.
Clarksville (TN) and Bowling Green (KY) are regional peers that are
experiencing rapid regional growth, which has translated into incremental

Evansville has a relatively small downtown population with the lowest
population density and slowest population growth among its peers. On the
other hand, it has a relatively large supply of office space (3.4 million
square feet), which presents opportunities for residential redevelopment
and maintaining a strong employment base.

PEER CITIES

REGIONAL HOUSING VALUE INDEX

Housing values and rents in all of the peer regions are lower than the
national average, which is common in non-coastal communities. Rapidly
growing regions tend to have higher property values given increasing
demand and competition from higher-income households. Though
successful downtown areas can be a key contributor, high-level shifts in
home values can be mostly attributed to strong regional economic
development. Regional housing markets can also predict downtown growth.
So while growth in downtown housing is possible in low-growth regions, it is
accelerated in high-growth and high value areas.
Zillow’s Housing Value Index (ZHVI) takes into account recent sales and tax
assessments as well as host of additional real estate data, including the size,
age, and location of a home, to determine the median housing value in an
area. The estimated median value in Evansville was $139,000 as of April
2019, which is similar to Fort Wayne ($140,000), but below those peer cities
with stronger regional employment growth such as Bowling Green,
Clarksville, and Chattanooga, which generally range from about $150,000 to
$170,000. The Zillow Rent Index (ZRI) follows a similar pattern and
highlights the relatively soft rental market in Evansville. As a result, there
has been very little multifamily development over the last 10 years. This
relates to future downtown residential development, in that public-private
partnerships will likely be required to spur growth in the near term.

REGIONAL RENT INDEX
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OFFICE NET CHANGE
Net Change in Office Square-Footage, 2010—May 2019

Among Evansville’s peers, only Bowling Green (+110,000 square feet) and
Fort Wayne (+4,000 square feet) had a net increase in downtown office
space since 2010. This can be attributed to the conversion of obsolete office
space into residential or other uses, but also speaks to the risks and
challenges for the development of speculative office space—the cost of land
and construction have limited new supply, even in markets with strong
regional office demand. In many markets, suburban areas are still the most
cost-effective for new office development.
This implies that in the early phases of Downtown Evansville’s revitalization,
efforts need to rely on residential and smaller-scale experiential retail, while
maintaining its existing office supply for continued support of the knowledgebased sectors. In most markets, new office development occurs in the latter
stages of the revitalization process or is incorporated in mixed-use
developments.
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POPULATION CHANGE, 2010-2018

Population Change
Since 2000, the overall city population has been stable, but shifting slightly to
suburban areas. Losses from 2000 to 2010 have been overcome with
steady growth since 2010. The core areas of Downtown have experienced
incremental population growth since 2010; however, many of the
neighborhoods adjacent to downtown have experienced losses. Most of the
regional growth has occurred just beyond the city limits to the northeast.
This is typical of markets with slow regional growth—development in the
urban core is hindered by the limited availability of undeveloped land, while
the most cost-effective development opportunities are located in suburban
areas, given the abundance of larger-scale, vacant tracts of land.

Income Density
Despite strong population growth beyond the city limits and stagnant growth
in the urban core, when considering income density, there is a substantial
amount of income and/or wealth concentrated in Evansville’s older, close-in
neighborhoods, particularly in the neighborhoods just south and east of
downtown. This can be attributed to relatively higher levels of household
income, but more critically, the much higher population/housing density in
these areas. This indicates a market potential for retail and other amenities
downtown, if these households could be attracted to downtown with new
retail offerings, enhanced visibility, and improved accessibility.

INCOME DENSITY, 2018

Housing Values
New higher-end condominium products in rehabbed historic buildings have
entered the market in the last 10 years. This indicates strong market
conditions for future residential development. The median housing value
Downtown ($198,000) is considerably higher than the city and regional
median. Conversely, portions of Downtown and many adjacent
neighborhoods have some of the lowest median housing values in the
region, which could temper some of downtown’s momentum. As the
downtown is repositioned as a vibrant hub of commercial, residential, and
recreational activity, this will enhance the marketability of many of
Evansville’s close-in neighborhoods.

MEDIAN HOUSING VALUE

TRENDS

RELATIVE EMPLOYMENT CHANGE, 2000-2016
Index: 2000=100

The Great Recession caused employment losses across the country, but
even before this time, Vanderburgh County was experiencing declines in
overall employment due to heavy losses in manufacturing and finance jobs,
with losses of 1,600 and 1,700, respectively. Since 2010, overall
employment has recovered from the Recession as well as from losses prior
to 2007. Though recent employment growth has been relatively slow,
Vanderburgh County has added nearly 6,000 jobs since 2010, many of which
are in downtown-centric sectors, including professional services,
administrative support, and healthcare. Economic conditions in the region
have stabilized, positioning it for moderate growth moving forward.
Location quotient, are evaluated to understand regional economic strengths
and weaknesses, and is a measure of relative share of employment by
sector in a given geography compared to the national average. A location
quotient above 1.0 indicates a relatively larger share of employment in that
given sector and a location quotient less than 1.0 indicates a relatively
smaller share. The location quotients for Vanderburgh County indicate that it
has a relatively larger share of Management sector jobs, which can be
attributed to the several headquarters and regional offices in the county,
including Berry Global, Koch Enterprises, and Old National Bancorp). It also
has a strong base in blue collar industries, including Manufacturing, Mining,
Construction, Transportation and Warehousing and Wholesale Trade.
Knowledge sectors such as business and finance, professional services,
management, healthcare and education, tend to attract a higher share of
workers who prefer downtown amenities, and prefer to live closer to work in
downtown environments. In Vanderburgh County, the two core downtowncentric industries — Professional and Technical Services, and Finance and
Insurance — have the lowest location quotients, which presents a potential
ceiling for developing a strong knowledge based economy, as well as for
downtown housing. Focusing on, and creating jobs in these industries will
have positive implications for the success of Downtown Evansville.

LOCATION QUOTIENT, VANDERBURGH COUNTY
2016

The importance of Downtown is apparent when viewed within the context of
an employment concentration map of the city. With around 19,000 jobs
within the core of downtown, and a total of 36,000 jobs when including areas
north of the West Lloyd Expressway, Downtown supports significantly more
economic activity than the areas surrounding St. Vincent Hospital (8,300),
Green River East (7,400), Green River West (5,600) and Burkhardt East
(5,100).
The Evansville regional economy has a very strong base in Blue Collar
sectors such as Manufacturing, Wholesale Trade, and Warehousing.
Though these sectors are impactful on a regional level and should continue
to be supported, given real estate needs, they are better-suited in lower
density areas outside of the urban core. As such, given the national shift to a
more service-based economy, downtown areas are now primarily positioned

EMPLOYMENT CONCENTRATION

for knowledge-based industries, government services, and retail and
hospitality. The future of housing development in Downtown Evansville is
also tied to the success of these sectors, as they tend to attract a talented
and highly-mobile workforce that gravitates towards urban environments.
Additionally, the appeal of downtown living is contingent upon access to
these jobs, amenities, and services.
Downtown Evansville is currently positioned to continue creating a vibrant
environment that further supports the knowledge economy. Around 30
percent of downtown employment is in Professional, Scientific & Technical
Services and Finance and Insurance, which are the two leading sectors for
downtown employment nationally. Downtown employment in Arts and
Entertainment is around eight percent, higher than the regional average,
which can be attributed to the Tropicana Casino, Ford Center, Old National
Events Plaza and other tourism-based amenities. Building upon these two
primary “users” of downtown, there are market opportunities to build upon
these assets for expanded residential and retail offerings.

DISTRIBUTION OF JOBS BY SECTOR
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HOME VALUE INDEX
2007 - 2019

The national for-sale housing market collapsed following a flurry of building
activity from the late 1990s to 2006. Most cities across Indiana experienced
modest declines in home values, with Indianapolis experiencing the most
significant losses. However, statewide losses were much less severe than
markets in the south and on the coasts, where property values had become
highly inflated prior to the recession.
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The Evansville for-sale market has remained relatively stable, though home
values are well below Bloomington, which is buoyed by the presence of the
Indiana University, as well as Fort Wayne. Population growth in nearby
Owensboro, Kentucky has driven a strong increase in home values as well.
The median single-family home value in Owensboro surpassed Evansville in
2012, and more than three times as many single-family permits have been
issued in the Daviess County seat than in Evansville in subsequent years.
In contrast, the Indianapolis market has been somewhat volatile and was
significantly impacted by the foreclosure crisis caused by the recession.
While new single-family construction in the city of Evansville has been
somewhat limited, the existing supply of quality mid-range and entry-level
homes cannot keep pace with demand. Put simply, there are a finite number
of homes that are affordable to first-time buyers that also meet expectations
of quality and location. Most homes in this category tend to be older, with
dated finishes and design. Though the relatively swift home value
appreciation of the last several years has begun to slow at the national level,
values will likely continue to increase locally given this limited inventory.
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NATIONAL COMPLETIONS VS. VACANCY

Affluent Households increasingly Choose to Rent: From 2009 to 2017,
the proportion of households earning more than $50,000 that rent increased
about 25 percent at the national level and ten percent in Evansville.
Record Development Levels: More than two million apartment units have
been completed since 2012, representing a net increase of approximately
13 percent in the national inventory.
Rents Continue to Rise, but Slowly: Average rents increased about three
percent in 2018—the ninth consecutive year—but growth could slow this
year as a significant number of additional units are added to the market.
Strong Rental Demand Remains for Midscale Products: While the
national vacancy rate for Class A multifamily properties increased to about
seven percent in 2018, average vacancy for Class B and C properties
remains below five percent.
Interest Rate Trends Are Uneven: Mortgage rates rose steadily through
2018—widening the affordability gap between homeownership and
renting—but reversed course in early 2019. This, combined, with a lack of
supply of quality entry-level, or starter homes, will sustain strong demand
for rental housing.
Homeownership Remains Down: Homeownership rates fell across all age
groups following the recession, but the biggest drop has been among those
aged 25 to 34. Today, only 39 percent of households in this group own a
home, compared to nearly 60 percent in the previous decade. Although the
homeownership rate for this age cohort is recovering, it is projected to
remain well below the pre-recession level.
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Evansville has a very tight band of close-in, historic urban neighborhoods
that are concentrated south of Diamond Avenue and west of St. Vincent
Hospital. Development is increasingly suburban in character nearer
Interstate 69 and north along the Highway 41 corridor, though these areas
remaining competitive given their good access to amenities and
employment, and reasonable price points.
Haynie’s Corner: Immediately south of downtown, Haynie’s Corner
includes a substantial stock of historic homes built in the early 1900s at a
variety of price points and sizes. Large Victorian homes line Southeast 2nd
Street, and continue west towards Sunset Park, while a mix of smaller
bungalows and cottages are scattered along small lots to the east. The
neighborhood is anchored by a commercial node at the intersection of 2nd
Street and Washington Avenue that includes several local restaurants, and
a small pocket park. Though the quality of the housing stock varies—and
decreases rather dramatically southeast of the corner itself—larger, wellmaintained properties generally sell for $200,000 to $250,000, while
smaller homes sell in the $125,000 to $175,000 range.
University District: Further east, the residential areas surrounding the
University of Evansville are notable for a significant concentration of Tudor
homes built in the 1930s. The large, all-brick homes are concentrated
between Lincoln and Washington Avenues and generally sell in the
$250,000 to $300,000 range, though very large homes along Johnson
Place often sell for $500,000 or more. More common, however, is a
substantial supply of modest post-war homes priced in the $125,000 to
$195,000 range. Small two-bedroom and three-bedroom homes are most
typical, and a significant number have been renovated in recent years.

Outer Lincoln: Though it lacks the consistent architectural character of
closer-in neighborhoods, a variety of attractive housing types are clustered
along Newburgh Road near Lincoln Avenue. This includes a number of
large ranch-style homes built in the 1970s and 1980s concentrated near
Interstate 69 and the Lloyd Expressway as well as a mix of more modest
mid-century homes along Covert Avenue. Similar to other competitive
areas, homes are priced widely between $150,000 and $250,000
depending on condition, supplemented by a significant number of smaller,
dated properties priced in the low-to-mid $100,000s. Though homes in this
area are slightly further from the city center, they require less of the
expensive maintenance costs associated with historic properties in other
competitive neighborhoods.
Newburgh Road Area: Most unique, however, is the concentration of
sprawling 4,000 and 5,000 square foot homes located in a handful of
residential subdivisions built in the early 2000s between Newburgh Road
and Washington Avenue. Homes in these areas are priced near the top of
the Evansville market, with recent sales ranging from $450,000 to as much
as $650,000. Though not directly competitive with downtown, these
neighborhoods highlight the market area’s ability to support a high-end,
newly-constructed product.
New Construction: Recent single-family development has occurred almost
entirely outside of the Interstate 69 belt and north of Diamond Avenue, with
most recent sales in the low-to-mid $200,000 range. Here, new or recent
construction is particularly marketable compared to older, close-in homes,
as even a suburban location at the edge of the city limits is within a 15minute drive of downtown.
This has strong implications for the study area. Since these competitive
neighborhoods are more evolved, new housing products downtown must be
attractive enough to target households that would be willing to spend more
for a unique housing product in an urban environment. Given the relative
affordability of for-sale housing in these neighborhoods, the downtown
rental market has more potential by offering a high-quality urban product
that is otherwise limited in the region.

COMPETITIVE NEIGHBORHOODS: HOUSING
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Currently, only a small portion of Evansville’s multifamily stock is located
downtown. The 560 units in the city’s core represent less than four percent
of Evansville’s total supply, and the overall vacancy rate of about nine
percent is above the community-wide average of five to six percent.
However, downtown properties achieve a significant location premium over
comparable rentals elsewhere. Though only about 150 rental units have
been added in the submarket since 2010, the average downtown rent of
$1,075 is well above the city average of $725, despite a relatively large
proportion of smaller studio and one-bedroom layouts.
While there was a small amount of new condominium construction in the
late 1980s, downtown residential development over the past two decades
has largely consisted of renovated historic buildings. A former JC Penney
department store built in 1911 was converted to 23 condos in 2006, while a
1960s office building was partially converted to condos in 2007. Downtown
condo properties are positioned at the top of the relatively modest
Evansville market. Though smaller one-bedroom and two-bedroom units
sell in the mid-$100,000s, larger, updated units with views of the Ohio River
sell for $300,000 or more.
As development economics continue to improve, a broader number of rental
properties have been completed at a variety of scales. The 1911 former
McCurdy Apartment building was repurposed as 100 apartments in 2017,
while a small 1916 office building and carriage house located near the
riverfront was converted to five rental units in late 2018. Renovations of
smaller two–unit and four-unit properties are also common along the
Downtown periphery, particularly to the south.

This development momentum has supported a nascent wave of new
construction. Most prominent is The Post House, a mixed-use development
with 144 residential units above first floor retail and office, currently under
construction adjacent to the Old Post Office on 2nd Street. Though the
overall numbers remain small, continued investment in the riverfront and
commercial properties along the Main Street corridor—as well as visible
anchor projects such as The Post House—have made Downtown
increasingly attractive for residential developers.

RESIDENTIAL SUPPLY MAP
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Rental properties across Evansville were surveyed to determine rents and
occupancies in the market, as well as to gain an understanding of
achievable rents relative to a property’s age, location, and level of finish.
The following is an analysis of the most relevant properties:
Upscale Historic Rehabs: Many of the rental units added in and around
Downtown over the past decade are contained within rehabbed historic
buildings. Though none of these units are truly “luxury”, they generally
include upscale finishes, materials, and details that are superior to older
garden-style apartment communities common located around the city’s
periphery. Compact studio and one-bedroom units are most common,
though a small number of unique larger layouts are also available. Rents at
these properties generally range from $1.30 to $1.60 per square foot,
depending on unit size and layout.
Contemporary Suburban: A handful of properties are located along
Evansville’s eastern periphery that were constructed during the past
decade. They are generally suburban in character—most are finished with
a mix of vinyl siding and masonry veneer, and set back along large surface
parking lots—and offer large units with contemporary finishes and generous
development amenities. Though overall rents are positioned in the upper
range of the rental market, rents on a per-square-foot basis are relatively
low given the large unit sizes, ranging from about $1.00 to $1.10.

Midscale Apartments: Midscale properties generally consist of large
garden-style apartment communities built in the 1980s or early 1990s,
though may also include older properties that have been periodically
renovated and well-maintained, or historic properties with dated layouts and
finishes. Many of these units are located near the Interstate 69 and Green
River Road corridors and are adjacent to older retail and industrial uses.
Though these locations are almost entirely car-dependent, they offer good
access to retail and daily services. Rents for Midscale properties generally
range from $0.80 to $0.95 per-square-foot.
Lower Midscale: Properties in this category are similar in terms of
character, scale, and design to Midscale communities, but are older, and
not adequately maintained. Lower Midscale properties remain competitive
due in large part to their affordability—rents generally range from $0.70 to
$0.90 per-square-foot—particularly among younger renters. In Evansville,
these properties are clustered west of Downtown along the West Lloyd
Expressway, and to the south where Green River Road approaches the
floodplain.
Affordable Housing: Affordable properties are generally those that target
households earning 30 to 60 percent of area median income. Apartment
development is facilitated with tax credits through the Low Income Housing
Tax Credit (LIHTC) program. Limits are set on household earnings for
qualifying tenants and rents that can be charged.
Luxury Apartments: These property types include new construction
apartment properties developed at medium to high densities with high-end
finishes and amenities in prime Downtown locations. This product type is
currently absent from the market, though demand could grow in the future
as market conditions improve.

Much of the momentum near the top of residential market in Downtown
Evansville has been driven by the development of for-sale condominiums,
while rental options have consisted of older, scattered, two-unit and fourunit properties. However, a growing number of historic properties with
marketable locations near the heart of downtown have been converted to
upscale rentals in recent years. These properties offer high-end in-unit
amenities and finishes, and have achieved rents near the top of the market
on a per-square-foot basis, with additional premiums for river and
downtown views.

In contrast, the remaining, and majority, of the existing rental supply in
greater Evansville consists of a mix of garden-style multifamily communities
built over the past 40 years. Though they vary widely in terms of condition
and age, the overall design and construction of these properties are similar.
They are located on large development sites outside of the urban core, and
most consist of 10 to 20 two- and three-story buildings situated around
ample surface parking with centralized community amenities.
Overall, the correlation between the age and quality of existing market rate
rentals is clear, as the current supply of Upscale units in the market is
comprised entirely of units built or rehabbed since 2008. In contrast to loft
conversions that are typical in other downtowns, historic renovations in the
core of Evansville tend to include a larger number of small studio, onebedroom, and two-bedroom apartments. Larger loft properties are present
in the market area, but most were converted to condominiums. Garden
communities are relatively traditional in terms of design and layouts, but
offer more spacious units, and a greater range of unit types, including threebedroom layouts, which are largely absent downtown.
Amenity packages are generous and include stainless steel appliances, inunit laundry, and granite countertops. Average rents for upscale units
range from $0.85 to $1.30 per square foot with overall occupancy rates
above 95 percent.
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The primary difference between the city’s contemporary suburban and
midscale supply is age. The garden-style construction of midscale
properties is similar to properties built in the early-to-mid 2000s, but
communities in this category are 20 or more years old. While many
amenities are similar, finishes are dated. Typically, the development of new
and upscale multifamily properties puts downward pressure on the midscale
supply, but due to the lack of new construction in the market, Midscale
properties have maintained rental rates approaching $1.00 per square foot
despite their condition and age.
Salient differences in achievable rents are more dramatic among Lower
Midscale properties. These properties are older and have not been
maintained to a similar standard. Rents among Lower Midscale properties
are about 20 percent below comparable Midscale units, but occupancy
rates remain relatively high due to their overall affordability and generally
marketable locations.
Overall, the Downtown market has shown a steady appetite for new units
despite limited development volume, building on shifts in demographics and
consumer preferences while leveraging previous investment in public
spaces and infrastructure. However, current achievable rents are relatively
low compared to peer cities despite a competitive Downtown rental product.
Targeting development efforts towards key Downtown sites to create a
diverse urban neighborhood around these products will be key to attracting
and retaining renters.
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For-sale activity in the study area over the past twelve months has been
limited to a total of six transactions, five of which were condo sales at The
Renaissance and The Meridian on Main Street or The Plaza Condominiums
on 3rd Street. Units were similar in terms of size and scale—all were twobedroom layouts ranging in size from 1,050 to 1,560 square feet—and sold
for $120,000 to $300,000. The final sale was a larger renovated attached
townhome on the southern edge of downtown along Oak Street.
The broader Evansville for-sale market consists primarily of single-family
homes, though some older condo and duplex units are scattered throughout
the city. Over the past decade, new single-family construction has been
concentrated to the north just east of the Evansville Regional Airport, and to
the east in neighboring Newburgh.
Because opportunities for development, redevelopment, and renovation
vary greatly depending on site-specific opportunities, this study surveyed
several different property types. No one property type is relevant to every
site, but each of the property types surveyed have relevance for some part
of the study area. The properties surveyed can be roughly broken down
into the following typologies, although there is overlap between categories:
Rehabbed Condos: Nearly all of the existing for-sale options downtown fall
in this category, which consists of historic commercial or industrial
properties that are rehabilitated into for-sale condominiums. They can be
positioned anywhere on a scale from mid to luxury, depending on location
and level of finish, but are limited by the availability of appropriate building
stock for renovation and /or conversion. Many of the existing condos along
Main Street are approaching a decade or more in age and could qualify as
upper midscale or upscale.

Luxury Condos: This is a relatively limited product type and is risky to
develop in today’s economic/financial climate, though conditions have
improved over the past several years. Luxury condos can consist of either
new construction or historic rehab, and are generally developed in prime
locations Downtown, or, in the long-term, near the riverfront
Infill and Townhouse Development: Essentially no infill development has
occurred in the study area due to the constraints of urban land economics.
However, townhomes are marketable and would succeed where land costs
are low.
Single Family Homes: Similar to townhomes, a lower-density single-family
home product could be feasible if the appropriate site were targeted outside
the urban core of downtown.

The majority of for-sale units in downtown are contained within four
condominium properties. The Renaissance on Main and The Meridian are
both located directly along Main Street and consist of historic early 20thcentury buildings converted to condos in 2006 and 2007, while The Plaza is
a mid-century office building located along Locust Street that was
repurposed as residential around the same time. The Riverside Condos
are situated one block north of Main Street along Sycamore at the
riverfront. Though they were new construction, the Riverside Condos are
now 30 years old.

Though layouts vary, historic properties offer a similar array of amenities
and finishes. Units at The Meridian are typical “loft-style” layouts that
incorporate natural light via large windows and feature high ceilings and
open floorplans, while units at The Renaissance are slightly more
traditional. The most marketable aspect of both properties is their location,
as they offer walkable access downtown commercial amenities as well as
the nearby IU Medical School.
Units at The Meridian are positioned near the top of the downtown condo
market, with average sale prices ranging from about $150 to $175 persquare-foot. Unit sizes are relatively large, with overall sales prices
approaching $350,000 for the most spacious layouts. In contrast, few
recent sales at The Renaissance have exceeded $150 per-square-foot, with
average overall prices in the high-$100,000s to low-$200,000s.
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The Plaza condominiums are a somewhat unique example of a 1960s office
building being repurposed for residential use. Given the restrictions of the
building, it includes a large number of smaller unit types, though finishes are
generally high-quality. Recent sales have been positioned in the mid-tolower range of the market overall—about $120,000 to $170,000—but
approach $170 per-square-foot given their compact layouts.
The Riverside condos were completed in 1989 and represent a very limited
supply of purpose-built condo buildings. Though exterior finishes are
somewhat dated, units located on upper floors offer balconies with
marketable views of the Ohio River. A small number of recent sales were
positioned in the upper range of the overall market on a per-square-foot
basis, and units are slightly larger than other properties downtown. The
property also includes a large “penthouse” unit of more than 5,000 square
feet that was created from combining three units on the sixth floor.
Overall, the Downtown condo market outpaced rental options in both quality
and quantity through the early 2000s. However, this trend has slowly
reversed over the past decade as the existing stock of condominiums
continues to age and young professionals—overwhelmingly renters—
increasingly relocate downtown.
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accommodate seniors on a fixed budget, working class families, and young
professionals.

Affordable housing is a useful component of a larger strategy to ensure
demographic, economic, and housing diversity in the Downtown area.
Modern affordable models are a distinct departure from the subsidized high
rises common in the 1960s and 1970s, and offer attractive mid-rise
construction and increasingly robust amenities that are similar to other
contemporary apartment communities. While a variety of affordable
housing programs are available, LIHTC communities—affordable
communities financed with Low-Income Housing Tax Credits—Section 8
communities, and public housing are most common. Each targets
households with incomes below the area median, but there are key
differences in how they operate and the tenants they serve.
LIHTCs provide an incentive for private developers to build housing for that
would not otherwise generate a sufficient profit to warrant investment.
These credits allow the developer to offer units at below-market rents to low
-to-moderate-income households. Unlike Section 8 or public housing,
LIHTC units do not offer direct rental subsidies. In practical terms, this
program creates a minimum income requirement for tenants, as they must
be able to pay the full monthly rent without additional assistance. This
minimum income differentiates LIHTC properties from many other
affordable housing options as it targets households that may be
overburdened by current market rents, but often have incomes too high to
qualify for traditional public housing or Section 8 options.
In contrast to LIHTC properties, traditional public housing and Section 8
properties provide project-based rental assistance to fill the payment gap
between a unit’s monthly rent and the ability of a tenant to pay. In most
instances, tenants allocate 30 percent of their monthly income towards rent
and utilities, with the balance covered through HUD or another housing
entity.
In practice, combining one or more of these sources with unrestricted
market rate units can create truly mixed-income communities that can

Evansville has a total supply of about 3,500 public housing, LIHTC, and
project-based Section 8 units, of which about 320 are located in or around
Downtown. The housing authority also administers about 2,000 Section 8
vouchers, though the waiting list has been closed for more than a year.
This Downtown supply varies significantly in age and condition. More than
200 units are contained within dated, older subsidized towers situated just
south of the Ford Center, while plans were recently announced to convert a
portion of the historic former YMCA building into 62 affordable units utilizing
LIHTC.
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also appeal to renter households living in garden-style apartments or
smaller rental units seeking more walkability.

Demand Analysis

In market analysis, a Primary Market Area (PMA) is typically defined as the
smallest geographic area from which a high percentage (often 75 percent)
of support for a project will be drawn. In some cases, particularly in large
metropolitan regions, a Secondary Market Area (SMA) is identified as the
origin for most of the remaining support, to focus the analysis on the most
relevant geographies for a project. Market boundaries are sometimes
defined by hard boundaries, such as rivers, highways and other major
thoroughfares, railroads, etc. Often, market areas are defined by soft
boundaries—that is, marked changes in socio-economic condition, such as
income, density, ethnicity, and educational attainment. Additionally, this
study relied partly on geo-demographic segmentation analysis, which
considers not only conventional demographic variables like age and
income, but also neighborhood preferences (geographic characteristics)
and culture, values, and buying habits (psychographic variables). As a
result, the market boundaries are not only defined by hard and soft
boundaries, but by clusters of households with similar lifestyle preferences.
For Downtown Evansville, the PMA extends primarily to the east and south,
and includes close-in, dense, residential neighborhoods near Haynie’s
Corner, North Main Street, and the University of Evansville, as well as more
disparate affluent neighborhoods along the Lincoln Avenue and Newburgh
Road corridors. Routes 62 and 66 form the northern boundary, while
Interstate 69 forms the boundary to the east and south, and North St.
Joseph Avenue forms the boundary to the west. The market area
incorporates a mix of demographics, affordability levels, and housing
typologies, but given urban conditions and proximity, households living in
this area would be the most likely support new housing downtown.
The SMA extends to the north, east and west, and captures new suburban
growth outside of Evansville’s core, ending approximately at the metro
development boundary. Though housing density is lower, Downtown could

Determining market demand is complicated. For instance, conventional
market analysis looks specifically at income variables in the market area,
without consideration of consumer preferences, while target market
analysis utilizes consumer preferences, but relies on national averages.
Other types of analyses measure demand from very specific populations.
Ultimately, several methods have been used in this study, and are then
reconciled at the end of this chapter:

Considers consumer profiles of residents within the market area to
determine desirable housing products.

Assesses income variables within the defined market areas to determine
the amount and types of units that are affordable to existing residents in
the region.

Estimates the number of residents moving to the city that would be
attracted to new development near Downtown using data from the
American Community Survey and target market analysis.

Uses conventional market demand methodology to validate a hypothetical
new affordable and workforce housing development.

Compares capture rates of downtown housing to peer cities to help inform
realistic development goals for Downtown Evansville.

MARKET AREA MAP
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Just as market segmentation is used to determine tendencies to buy
different types of consumer products—including products as diverse as
cars, computers, and dish soap—data on market segments can be used to
identify demand for different types of housing products at a particular
location. The segments present in Evansville are identified using ESRI’s
Community TapestryTM data, which uses algorithms to link demographic,
geographic, and psychographic data to create 65 unique geodemographic
segments. In other words, these “segments” are essentially 65 household
groupings, each with their own unique combination of demographic
(income, age, etc.), geographic, and psychographic (values, culture, etc.)
characteristics.
Collectively, “Displaced Urbanites” and “Urban Professionals” refer to
groups of these segments that, through different combinations of variables,
have shown a preference for residential products in close-in, dense urban
areas. The most affluent of these households can afford the most
expensive for-sale housing products, whereas the least affluent are likely to
rent the least-expensive rental units.
The maps on the facing page show where these groups are located in
relation to Downtown Evansville and the broader region.

DISPLACED URBANITES

URBAN PROFESSIONALS

MARKET ANALYSIS

The Young and Restless group is young, transient, single, and welleducated—an ideal market for Downtown. However, given the lack of
supply, this group lives in older, garden-style properties outside of the urban
core to the east near the Interstate 69 interchange at the Lloyd Expressway.
This group would be attracted to new rental apartments and would be willing
to live in smaller units if the rent was affordable.
The In Style group is older and more likely to have children, but consists
primarily of professional couples or single-person households. These
households are mid-career and relatively affluent, with a median household
income of more than $70,000. They are currently clustered south of Lincoln
Avenue just east of the University of Evansville near St. Vincent Hospital
and along Newburgh Road.
Over 40 percent of households in the Set to Impress group are singleperson. While these households have moderate incomes, they are welleducated, and generally in the early stages of their career, or finishing
college or doing temporary work while seeking long-term employment. They
are one of the largest tapestry groups in Evansville, with significant nodes
near the southern edge of Haynie’s Corner and along the east side of Green
River Road on either side of the Lloyd Expressway. Disparate clusters of Set
to Impress households are also scattered around the periphery of the city to
the north near Kratzville Road and to the west near the University of
Southern Indiana.
Comfortable Empty Nesters are a large and growing segment of older
couples no longer living with children. Though they primarily reside in
suburban areas—in Evansville they are relatively to the north and east —a
small number may be interested in downsizing to an urban townhome or
condo.

The Emerald City segment is highly educated and tends to favor historic,
urban neighborhoods. Not quite at mid-career phase, this group has been
in the professional world for at least ten years and is more likely to be
married or living with a significant other. In Evansville, this segment is
prominent within the existing residential supply Downtown, as well as in the
Haynie’s Corner area and neighborhoods surrounding the University of
Evansville.
Bright Young Professionals are slightly younger than Emerald City with
more single households that are more likely to rent, mostly due to their age.
This group tends to prefer newer garden-style rental products on the edge
of urban areas, although would live in an urban area if the right type of
housing product were available. Though this group is somewhat scattered,
the most prominent cluster is along the North Green River Road corridor
north of Eastland Mall.

TARGET MARKET SEGMENT METHODOLOGY—
IMPLIED PRODUCT PRICING
Estimated Market Demand

By applying a mathematical model to ESRI TapestryTM data on market
segmentation, demand analysis of target market households indicated
support for about 850 rental units and 350 for-sale units from households in
the study area. Because the majority of demand is derived from the Young
and Restless and Set to Impress groups, support is generally stronger for
rental products than for-sale options. However, supplementary demand for
townhomes and condominiums will be driven by mid-career professionals
who prefer urban environments to suburban single-family homes and
retirees looking to downsize.

MARKET SEGMENTATION—CAPTURE

MARKET ANALYSIS

FOR-SALE DEMAND BY PRODUCT PRICING
Evansville, IN Primary Market Area
MODEST
EXISTING

TRADITIONAL
SUBURBAN

STEP-UP
SINGLE-FAMILY

HIGH-END
HOMES

Conventional market demand analysis utilizes household income data to
determine for-sale and rental housing price points that will be in highest
demand in the primary and secondary market areas. While target market
analysis provides a nuanced look at how consumer preferences in the
market align with specific housing products, conventional analysis offers an
additional level of understanding of local market conditions and depth of
demand. The conventional analysis of the Evansville market areas is
illustrated in the graphs to the right.
The greatest support in the market for for-sale products is at a price point
around $225,000 to $250,000, which is generally consistent with recent
condo sales in the downtown area. There is also significant support—about
2,400 households—for homes priced from $300,000 to $350,000, which
would represent an upscale newly-constructed condo unit or townhome.
The demand for housing products priced $400,000 and higher is modest,
including about 1,500 households, or about eight percent of all homeowners
in the market area.
A similar analysis was conducted for rental housing. Renters tend to be
lower income overall, and about 30 percent of all renter households cannot
afford a monthly rate above $500. Given the average rents and
occupancies of units in the market areas, the large majority of the existing
supply is targeted towards the middle of the market, where a deep renter
pool of more than 5,000 households falls in the affordability range of about
$875 to $1,250 per month. The potential luxury rental market is more
modest, with only about 2,500 households able to afford rents of $1,500 or
more.

While a relatively higher proportion of households in the market areas could
be captured by housing in Downtown —as much as 20 percent—even more
modest capture rates of five percent for for-sale options and ten percent for
rental indicates potential support for approximately 400 townhomes or
condos and 700 to 800 upscale apartment units.

RENTAL DEMAND BY PRODUCT PRICING
Evansville, IN Primary Market Area
SUBSIDIZED
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NET MIGRATION FLOW - URBAN TO URBAN
for Vanderburgh County, Indiana

Data from the 2015 American Community Survey indicates that Vanderburgh
County has a net average positive migration of around 200 people per year.
Of all the people that moved to Vanderburgh County, around 67 percent of
them came from Indiana and Kentucky, and 36 percent from nearby
counties. The outflow trend is roughly the same with about a third of the
people moving to nearby counties, while about two-thirds moving to other
counties within Indiana and Kentucky.
While the region is gaining population from rural counties, it is losing a net
average of around 650 people to other major metro areas per year, primarily
Chattanooga, South Bend, Houston, Knoxville and Los Angeles. Although
Evansville is successfully attracting young people from rural areas—in line
with national trends—much of this cohort is moving to other, more successful
urban centers. Studies suggest that people moving into a new city,
particularly those coming from another urban county, are more inclined to live
in a downtown environment than the typical resident. Investments within
Downtown Evansville present an opportunity to likely reverse this trend and
retain talent within the region.
Around 1,450 people moved to Vanderburgh County from other major metro
areas; with the highest numbers from Indianapolis, Louisville and Chicago. A
portion of these residents would likely prefer Downtown Evansville if the right
housing products were available when they move to the region. Investments
in Downtown can potentially reduce the current average outflow of around
2,100 people moving from the county to other major metro areas; mostly to
Indianapolis, South Bend and Chattanooga. Downtown holds the potential to
serve as the gateway to the region, as well as provide a competitive
alternative to other urban centers within Indiana and Kentucky. Applying a
capture of ten percent of the inflow and 1.5 percent of the outflow, from and
to other major metro areas, and assuming the current Downtown household
size of 1.63, we arrive at a demand to support around 1,100 units in
Downtown Evansville over the next ten years.

MARKET ANALYSIS

Compared to demand for market rate housing, which must target specific
demographics who are looking for an urban lifestyle and are willing to pay
more for less space to locate in those environments, demand analysis for
affordable housing is less complex, as the need for quality affordable
housing typically exceeds supply by a large margin. If a quality product is
offered at below-market rents, substantial demand is likely to exist.
Therefore, affordable demand analysis relies on quantifying the number of
eligible and qualified residents in the market areas based on income,
household size, and tenure.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING SUMMARY

To determine market demand, the number of households earning up to 60
percent of area median income (AMI) was calculated—a typical guideline
for households living in properties developed with Low-Income Housing Tax
Credits (LIHTC). Rental rates in this type of affordable housing are capped
by HUD and are typically below market rates. Potential rents for this
analysis were based on HUD guidelines for Vanderbugh County, and range
from $650 per month for a one-bedroom units to $900 per month for a three
-bedroom unit, excluding utilities. The income limits for households eligible
to live in these units, based on household size, include households earning
up to $28,860 for a household of one, $32,280 for a households of two,
$36,300 for households of three, and $40,320 for a household of four.
About 25 percent of households in the PMA earn between 30 percent and
60 percent of AMI for a family of four and would therefore qualify for
affordable housing, while an additional 25 percent of households earn
below 30 percent of AMI and would require subsidized housing, with rent
support provided through Section 8 vouchers or similar programs.

EXISTING AFFORDABLE SUPPLY &
POTENTIAL DEMAND

The spectrum of affordable housing development can address the needs of
a broad group of households types including singles, families, and seniors
across a number of income levels ranging from working families to those
requiring deeper subsidy.
Based on maximum allowable income levels and minimum income
requirement based on achievable rents, our analysis highlights potential
support from about 4,700 households in Evansville that would qualify to live
at a LIHTC affordable property after accounting for household size and
housing tenure. There is also a very deep supplemental demand pool of
about 11,000 low-income households that cannot afford LIHTC rents and
would require additional rental subsidies. Many of these households are
currently living in Section 8 or public housing properties or utilize Section 8
vouchers, while a general lack of affordable housing supply forces many
into substandard housing options.
Workforce housing can provide a bridge between affordable and market
rate multifamily development. In a downtown environment, this means
providing a rental option that is similar in character and construction to new
or recently-rehabbed upscale options at a price point that is more similar to
midscale properties in less desirable suburban locations. Though income
limits for workforce housing are not as prescribed as other affordable
housing typologies, we have generally targeted Evansville households
earning between 60 and 100 percent of AMI. Just over 15,300 households
fall in this qualified income range, which translates to about 7,700 renter
households based on rental household ratio for the city.
Finally, though a considerable amount of subsidized housing is currently
located in and around Downtown Evansville, this supply may never fully
meet demand. There will be a continual need to provide deeply subsidized
housing in some capacity in the study area and throughout the region.

All of Evansville’s peer and aspirational downtowns have experienced a net
increase in housing units since 2010, including Chattanooga, Fort Wayne,
Davenport, South Bend, Clarksville, and Bowling Green. Most of these
downtowns captured between 2.1 and 3.3 percent of net regional housing
unit growth. Downtown Clarksville had the smallest share of net regional
housing growth (0.7 percent), while Downtown Davenport had the largest
share of net regional housing growth at 7.4 percent.
Other than Clarksville, Downtown Evansville had the lowest share of net
regional housing growth at 1.8 percent, indicating that even controlling for
slow regional growth, the downtown is not keeping pace with many of its
peers. On the other hand, continued momentum downtown could further
enhance the marketability and feasibility of new residential construction,
renovation, or adaptive reuse, which would allow downtown to capture a
greater share of regional growth moving forward.
Downtown Evansville should be able to capture at least 3.0 percent of regional housing growth over the next 10 years, which translates to 150 to
200 total housing units.

MARKET ANALYSIS

Migration

The collection of methodologies used in our analysis highlights a range of
possible development scenarios for downtown. While no single methodology
is absolute, they provide a comprehensive assessment of potential market
support when taken together.

Peer Cities
The peer cities methodology is the most conservative, and outlines a
development environment where no additional intervention is made
downtown. This scenario assumes residential trends remain “as is”, with
downtown capturing a relatively small proportion of Evansville’s slow-growing
housing market. This methodology provides a baseline level of demand, or a
starting point that can expanded assuming additional real estate
improvements are made.

Conventional & Target Market Analysis
Conventional analysis provides an indicator of achievable price points for
new for-sale and for-rent products. Though it does not measure demand
directly, it highlights points of affordability where potential market support is
concentrated given the distribution of household incomes currently in the
market area. Target market demand qualifies this affordability with additional
socioeconomic factors that provide a clearer picture of types of households
that cluster in walkable urban environments and the housing options they
prefer. Assuming appropriate housing products are added to the downtown
core, these methodologies show the depth of the market that is able and
willing to support them.

Downtowns capture a large proportion of households that are relocating to
an urban MSA. While these households are not captured explicitly in our
conventional or target market analyses, these methodologies create a
profile that can be applied to new households migrating to Vanderburgh
County, which occupy a mix of new spaces and existing residential options
vacated by households leaving the area. Out migration will slow as
conditions downtown improve, increasing overall market pressure.

Affordable & Workforce Housing
Our affordable and workforce housing analysis highlights a significant gap
between the current supply of affordable units in Evansville and the
overwhelming demand. This trend is common in many regions, and
indicates significant supplementary support for mixed-income, LIHTC, or
rent-subsidized development in and around downtown.

› Because much of the

› About 5,000 renter households

› Migration flows between

demand for downtown
residential development is
driven by young
professionals, there is
greater support for rental
units than for-sale options.
Supplementary demand will
be derived from downsizing
retirees and mid-career
professionals.
› Young professionals
currently reside in older
midscale apartment
communities near the
interstate, while the In Style
and Emerald City groups
are concentrated in closer
neighborhoods to the south
and east, particularly near
the University of Evansville
and along Lincoln Avenue.
› Target market analysis
yields potential support for
about 850 rental units and
350 for-sale units in the
study area.

fall in the middle-to-upper
range of the affordability
distribution, which translates to
monthly rates of about $875 to
$1,250. Though market
support diminishes fairly
quickly at price points above
$1,500, very little of the
existing rental supply targets
these households.
› The greatest support in the
market for for-sale products—
about 4,000 households—is at
a price point around $275,000;
however, there is also
significant support of about
2,400 households for homes
priced from $300,000 to
$350,000.
› Applying reasonable capture
rates for downtown indicates
market support for about 750
upscale rental units and 400
townhomes and
condominiums.

Vanderburgh County and
other major metro areas
could support up to 1,100
new housing units in
Downtown over the next ten
years.
› Vanderburgh County is
gaining people from rural
counties, but losing people to
other major metro areas.

› Based on development

patterns in peer cities and
regions, Downtown Evansville
should capture at least 3.0
percent of net housing growth
in the MSA, if not more, given
the relative lack of new
development over the past
several years.
› Evansville is not likely to keep

pace with the downtowns of
Chattanooga, Bowling Green,
or Clarksville given their more
robust regional growth.
However, it should be able to
leverage recent momentum to
reach 150 to 200 units over the
next 10 years.

› Approximately 15,700

households in Evansville are
income-eligible for LIHTC,
public housing, and Section 8
properties, far outpacing the
existing supply of about 3,500
units. In order to sufficiently
serve the housing needs of
very low-income residents,
some additional combination of
subsidies/incentives will be
needed
› Workforce housing can fill a
housing gap downtown
between newly-constructed
market rate and traditional
affordable options.
Approximately 7,700
households fall in the
qualification range of 60 to 100
percent of AMI.
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Just over 19,000 jobs are located downtown, making it an employment
center and hub of economic activity that supports the city and its residents.
A handful of large, owner-occupied high-rises highlight the urban core.
Though more than four million total square feet of office space is
concentrated in the central business district—about 40 percent of the city’s
total supply—its quality is mixed.
According to CoStar— a national real-estate data provider— there is around
3.4 million square feet of office space within the study area. However, this
includes owner-occupied or build-to-suit office space such as government
buildings and corporate headquarters. This space remains out of the active
office market until large employers decide to permanently move. Costar
reports such tenant-owned office space to total around 1.1 million square
feet, which yields a remainder of around 2.3 million square feet of total
leasable space in Downtown. Additionally, a recent office sample survey of
1.5 million square feet of CBD office space conducted by David Mathews
Associates revealed that while not immediately apparent, whole buildings
remain partially or almost entirely vacant. This space is essentially out of the
office market in its current condition, and would require significant investment
to return it to a productive office use without the benefit of a very large
anchor tenant. This makes the physical occupancy rates of the buildings low.
The table on the right summarizes the findings of the sample survey.
Low occupancy rates, in isolation, are not a good measure of market
conditions overall. The relatively healthy average lease rates across classes,
as well as, the ample projected office demand—described later in this report,
show a Downtown office market lacking the right product-market fit. This
means that market absorption is likely to be high when the right office
product is introduced into the market through extensive renovations of
existing buildings and new construction.

OFFICE METRICS BY BUILDING CLASS

95%

$22/SF

72%

$16/SF

38%

$12/SF

Downtown contains a mix of historic and modern spaces, including two large
built-to-suit headquarter buildings completed by Old National Bank and
Vectren in 2004 and 2005. Though these properties represent the top of the
local market, they have shifted a large amount of occupied square footage
away from older high-rises such as the 420 Building and the Hulman
Building. Though the average lease rate of about $16 per-square-foot is
slightly above the city-wide average, it remains relatively modest in
comparison to other peer cities.
Office space is typically categorized as Class A, Class B, or Class C. Class
A space offers the most modern and highest level of service in new or
renovated buildings, with high-quality finishes and most expenses included in
the lease rate. Class B spaces have negotiable lease terms with lower rates
in existing buildings, sometimes with modest renovations. Class C space
has the lowest lease rates in the market, often in dated buildings in less-thanideal locations, yet are still functional.
Contemporary properties continue to perform relatively well, with an overall
Class A lease rate of about $22 per-square-foot. Occupancy rates of Class A
office space in Downtown core stands at around 95% with the vacancies
concentrated in the German American Bank building. Lease rates in Class B
buildings hover between $12 to $20 per-square-foot with a weighted average
of $16 per-square-foot and occupancy of around 72 percent in Downtown
core. Buildings with high vacancies include Fifth Third Bank, IBM building,
and Professionals’ Plaza. On the other hand, recently renovated buildings
such as Innovation Pointe have been able to keep vacancies low while
averaging rents of around $18 per-square-foot. One of the chief class C
buildings, with 80 percent of its space unoccupied, is the 5th and Main
Building—the tallest in the city. Class C office lease rates average at around
$12 per-square-foot in the core with high physical vacancies. However, it
should be noted that the sample survey conducted by David Mathews
Associates sourced for the details above, covered the core Downtown office
supply, but does not take into account the supply of all office space within the
study area.

MARKET ANALYSIS

The most recent suburban-style office construction in the city has been
concentrated to the east along both sides of the Lloyd Expressway near the
interstate. Five office districts, shown on the map to the right, were identified
to analyze the competitive market in Evansville. Lease rates at East
Expressway are among the highest in the city—some smaller spaces
approach $20 per-square-foot—while nearly 50,000 square feet have been
added over the past decade, primarily within medical office spaces.
Office space on both sides of Green River Road consists of several clusters
of mostly small, single-story suburban office parks built in the 1980s and
early 1990s scattered among retail uses. More than 900,000 square feet is
located within the area, and lease rates vary, but average about $15 persquare-foot.
Two large medical office nodes border the Deaconess and St. Vincent’s
campuses, totaling just over one million square feet, combined. These
properties tend to be slightly older, and rents are on the lower end of the
regional market, though occupancy remains high, particularly near the
Deaconess Hospital immediately north of Downtown.

OFFICE EMPLOYMENT CENTERS

MARKET ANALYSIS
Job projections are adjusted to the 2018-2028 duration and then converted
into office square footage demand by estimating the square footage needs
per employee and the percentage of jobs in a given occupational sector that
require office space. For instance, a service technician would not typically
have dedicated office space, whereas an engineer would. The U.S.
Government’s General Services Administration maintains a handbook with
guidelines of space needs per office worker.
Demand for office space is driven by jobs. An increase in the number of jobs
in sectors like finance and insurance, technology, professional and medical
services will trigger the need for additional office space, but the quantity and
quality of space needed varies based on industry. Employment projections
from Indiana Department of Workforce Development forecast growth of about
15,500 jobs in the nine-county Southwest Indiana Economic Growth Region
(No.11) over the 10-year period from 2016 to 2026.

Based on the job projections, there will be demand for approximately 1.1
million square feet of new or rehabbed office space in Southwest Indiana
Economic Growth Region (No.11) over the next ten years, with 55 percent
expected to be medical office space, 35 percent conventional class B space,
and a small amount of high-quality class A space and civic space. A
reasonable capture rate must be applied to these estimates to determine
office market potential for Downtown Evansville.

PROJECTED TEN-YEAR OFFICE DEMAND BY PRODUCT CATEGORY
Southwest Indiana Economic Growth Region (No. 11)

MEDICAL
610K SF

CLASS B
390K SF

CLASS A
70K SF

CIVIC
50K SF

CREATIVE AND TECH
INDUSTRY WORKER
TRENDS
A key national trend is that of companies moving or expanding Downtown
because of the importance of place for talent recruitment, company image,
and broad collaboration. Downtown Evansville office market is performing
well, but has opportunity to improve as the district becomes gains more
amenities. Sectors that show a preference for downtown office locations are
projected to grow in the Evansville region in the next decade. These
downtown-friendly sectors should be targeted and encouraged, along with
the medical and management sectors, to establish and grow a presence in
Downtown Evansville.
An explanation of why downtowns attract creative and technology workers is
included to the right. These employees are younger, much more likely to be
renters, and a high percentage would consider moving to a downtown
environment. Not only will these workers bring additional spending power
and vitality to the downtown, they are also prime targets for residential
products that will be built and rehabbed downtown.

OFFICE DEMAND FOR
DOWNTOWN-FRIENDLY INDUSTRIES

FINANCE & INSURANCE

ARCHITECTS &
ENGINEERS
MEDIA,
ART &
DESIGN

IT/TECH
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DOWNTOWN PROJECTED 10-YEAR OFFICE DEMAND
Employment Growth-Driven Space Needs

Determining future demand for office development involves evaluating a
complex set of variables. This includes the desirability of the location,
availability (and price) of land, existing industry clusters, and potential
changes in consumer preferences and industry growth. A somewhat simpler
method involves looking to: 1.) past office performance: what regional share
of office growth did downtown capture over the past decade; and 2.) future
job growth: how many jobs are office related industries projected to add over
the next decade?
Over the next 10 years, the Southwest Indiana Economic Growth Region
(No.11) is expected to add 1.1 million square feet of new or rehabbed office
space. Using data provided by CoStar, it was determined that Downtown
Evansville has approximately 33 percent of the Southwest Indiana regional
office share, and close to 56 percent of the region’s class A office space.
While Downtown Evansville has not added any new office space in the last
decade, suburban areas to the east of the city along Green River road has
added around 215,000 square feet of new office space, capturing more than
70 percent of the Southwest Indiana regional office growth during the same
period.
Based on historical share trends, ‘conservative’, ‘moderate’ and ‘aggressive’
capture rates of 20 percent, 25 percent, and 30 percent were applied
respectively to the regional growth projection of 1.1 million square feet to
estimate reasonable demand potential for Downtown Evansville. This results
in a net demand for 250,000 to 330,000 square feet of new or rehabbed
office space Downtown over the next ten years. Since the 100,000 square
feet Deaconess Clinic under construction on Walnut Street will be a
replacement for an existing facility, the new medical office space is
considered not to contribute to the ten year medical office demand. A similar
approach was used to project Downtown office demand by product as shown
in graphic.

Given increases in consumer preferences toward urban places to live and
work and building upon its current strength as a job center, Downtown
Evansville has an opportunity to position itself through targeted investments
so as to exceed its past performance. Medical office constitutes the highest
share in office demand. Although the medical sector is conventionally not
among the industries that drive downtown office growth, Downtown
Evansville’s competitive positioning because of the medical hub, is likely to
attract new medical office space. There is demand for around 150,000 to
180,000 square feet of medical office space over the next ten years in
addition to those currently under construction – most of which is likely to be
new, owner-occupied, and build-to-suit.
There is demand for around 95,000 to 115,000 square feet of Class B office
space and around 12,000 to 15,000 square feet of Civic office space
Downtown, which will be met mostly by filling up the high volume of office
space that exists in the downtown today that is currently not in a condition
to be marketable. This will require significant investment, potentially
including subsidy, to make it viable for use. The demand for Class A office
space is low, at around 17,000 to 21,000 square feet, which would consist
of extensive rehabs and adaptive reuse of historic buildings, with high
quality finishes and services. There are a number of projects in preliminary
planning stages that will add rehabbed office space to the downtown
market. These developments will meet a portion of the projected demand
when they are realized.

MARKET ANALYSIS

EVANSVILLE HOTEL SUPPLY
A survey of all existing and planned hotel rooms shows that Evansville will
have roughly 3,200 hotel rooms, with approximately 800, or 25 percent, of
rooms locating in the city’s downtown. A large portion of the hotel supply
opened from 1990 to 1999, but trends show a significant increase in the
Downtown supply, with 51 percent of new and planned hotel rooms locating
in Downtown in the past decade.
In conjunction with its growth in supply, Downtown Evansville also contains
the highest quality supply in the region. The majority of hotels located in the
city outside of Downtown tend to be older, and this is further underscored by
the recently built DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel Evansville and two hotels under
construction in Downtown: the Mediterranean Hotel and Hyatt Place. The
nearest comparable city, Owensboro, Kentucky, is half the size of and more
than thirty miles drive away from Evansville. This makes Evansville the
center for most hotel activity in the region.
There are various types of existing and planned hotels in Downtown.
Approximately 31 percent of the supply serves the Tropicana Evansville
Casino, 30 percent serves convention attendees, and the rest serves
business and leisure travelers. These overall trends show that there is a
growth of quality, quantity, and variety in hotels in Downtown in the past
decade.

HOTEL ROOM SHARE BY YEAR
Evansville

EVANSVILLE HOTEL DEMAND
First, our analysis found that approximately 1.5 million visitors used lodging
in the Evansville and Vanderburgh County region annually. This is based on
a 2017 economic study for the Evansville Convention and Visitors Bureau in
which more than 5 million visitors spent 29 percent of their participation days
on lodging.
Second, our analysis estimated that a current demand of 1.5 million visitors
roughly equates to 870,000 groups of visitors per hotel room. This estimate
is based on two sources: a March 2019 STR report of hotels in Downtown
Evansville and a rough guideline of bedroom mix by hotel type as adapted
from Hotel Design, Development, and Planning (2001). The current
downtown mix using the guideline shows there are about 1.7 visitors per
hotel room.
Lastly, we estimated the total number of room nights in 2017 and found a
hotel demand of 4,000 hotel rooms. The 2017 economic study indicates that
visitors spend 2.1 days on average in Evansville, which roughly translates to
950,000 room nights annually or 2,600 hotel rooms daily. Stable occupancy
rates in city downtowns are between 60 to 70 percent. Using the city’s hotel
occupancy of 64% in the past three years, Evansville should expect to have
4,000 hotel rooms to satisfy existing demand.
Furthermore, the Downtown contains a number of demand drivers that attract
visitors. It is home to a number of major banking, financial, construction,
engineering, and utility companies as well as major health institutions like the
Deaconess Hospital. Convention attendees make up more than half a million
visitors yearly, with the Ford Center and the Old National Events Plaza
attracting annually 475,000 and 160,000 visitors, respectively. A segment
also seek out downtown to enjoy the various attractions, including the
Tropicana Evansville, the Victory Theatre, and the Mesker Park Zoo and
Botanic Garden, with 1.4 million, 200 thousand, and 170 thousand annual
visitors, respectively.

CONVENTION ATTENDEES

BUSINESS TRAVELERS

HEALTHCARE

CIVIC, CULTURAL, &
ENTERTAINMENT
DESTINATIONS
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DOWNTOWN CAPTURE OF HOTEL ROOMS

Downtown Evansville currently has 25 percent of all hotel rooms in the city—
a percent share higher than each of the peer cities on the graphic to the right,
with the exception of Chattanooga and Davenport. Bowling Green and
Clarksville have a much lower share of hotel rooms in their downtowns,
owing to their development patterns of commercial clustering along major
corridors. Downtown Evansville’s share of hotel is on par with other
aspirational and peer cities such as South Bend, Davenport , and
Chattanooga. Given its various attractions, employment hub, convention
centers, and riverfront amenities, Downtown is likely to maintain this share
and should expect to capture 25 percent of future hotel rooms.

An analysis of the supply and demand show that the city’s existing 3,200
hotel rooms does not meet the demand for 4,000 rooms. With a gap of 800
hotel rooms, Downtown should capture roughly 200, or 25%, of this gap to
maintain a reasonable share of the city’s hotel supply.
Located 30 miles away from other major downtowns and home to large employers, convention centers, and various attractions, Downtown Evansville’s
hotel market is well-positioned to take advantage of the visitors generated
by such establishments. Further analysis should be done to see the marketability of more boutique, business, or convention hotels in the area.

MARKET ANALYSIS

CoStar data indicates there is currently about 360,000 square feet of retail
space in the Downtown study area, though a portion of this consists of flex
office-retail uses. Essentially all new retail construction has occurred around
the periphery of Evansville, but several renovated properties along Main
Street and several cross streets have added to the vitality of the downtown
core. Overall vacancy downtown remains relatively low around four percent,
while Main Street has performed even better, with just under three percent of
leasable space vacant. The asking rent for these renovated 1st floor
commercial spaces ranges from about $13 to $15 per square foot.
Tenants include unique, locally and regionally-owned businesses such as
River City Coffee + Goods, Parlor Doughnuts, and BRU Burger Bar. The
study area is one of the few locations in Evansville where a historic, mixeduse, pedestrian-friendly district exists, an amenity that should be leveraged to
support tourism, economic development, and talent recruitment and
retention.
Much of the existing retail supply is concentrated in auto-oriented strip
centers located around the edges of the community, with significant nodes
along First Avenue to the north and the south side of the Lloyd Expressway
near Red Bank Road to the west. The largest nodes are concentrated along
parallel corridors to the east near Interstate 69. Retail lines Green River
Road on either side of the expressway between Route 62 and Washington
Avenue. Properties in this area are slightly older, but anchored by Eastland
Mall, which includes more than one million square feet of space. Newer
retail is concentrated along Burkhardt Road to the immediate east, which
includes several big box stores including Target, Walmart, and Sam’s Club.

RETAIL CONCENTRATIONS

MARKET ANALYSIS

AVERAGE CONSUMER EXPENDITURES
Annual Household Expenditures: $56,100

Although online shopping is becoming increasingly popular, brick and mortar
stores are still the primary way consumers purchase merchandise. These
shops and restaurants are also key neighborhood amenities and are a critical
component of the revitalization of Downtown Evansville. Support for these
establishments comes from three major sources:
›
›
›

Residential—Residents who currently live in and near Downtown
Non-residential—Downtown workers and business/leisure travelers
Future growth—New residents, workers, and visitors that are attracted by
the improved Downtown environment

This section of the report will examine all of these sources and use data on
consumer spending and shopping preferences to quantify approximately how
much retail space can be supported Downtown, along with some initial
indications on what types of establishments may be most successful.

The graphic to the right shows how consumers in the Midwest tend to spend
money. An average household spends almost $18,000 per year on food and
retail—and many of these categories of spending (such as food at home,
food away from home, and entertainment) include establishments that can be
successfully supplied in a downtown environment. Therefore, with the right
products, Downtown Evansville will be able to capture an increasing share of
these dollars. Examining the spending habits of residents in and around
Downtown will help determine the amount space that can be supported.

RETAIL MARKET AREA

In order to determine the amount of retail demand from residents, market
areas are used to identify which people are likely to shop downtown
regularly, due to their location and spending profiles. Customers in close
proximity will provide a strong base of support for downtown merchants as
frequently made purchases are typically made close to home. Therefore,
residents in the Neighborhood Market Area (NMA) are the primary focus of
this analysis as they are generally within a convenient five-minute drive of
downtown and would likely be willing to visit for basic shopping needs, such
as a grocery store or pharmacy, as well as to patronize unique retailers and
restaurants. At three square miles, the NMA is relatively small and is home to
about 12,000 residents with a median household income of $29,500.
Downtown Evansville will also be able to generate support from customers
outside of the NMA, particularly due to the lack of competitive supply in terms
of walkable mixed-use districts. The residents of the Primary Market Area
(PMA) will visit less frequently and are much more likely to patronize highend retail, entertainment venues, and specialty vendors that can’t be found
elsewhere in the city, as opposed to general retailers that are likely already
present closer to home. The primary market area (PMA) is almost eight times
larger than the NMA and extends to Routes 66/62 on the north and I-69 to
the east and south. The PMA contains over 86,000 people with a median
income that is about 30% higher that the NMA.

MARKET ANALYSIS

RETAIL LEAKAGE SURPLUS FACTOR
Neighborhood Market Area

Demand gap analysis focuses on residential spending and makes a direct
comparison between retail sales and consumer spending by industry and
measures the gap between supply and demand. Retail leakage occurs when
demand exceeds supply—residents are spending more for products than
local businesses can capture. Retail surplus occurs when supply exceeds
demand—businesses within the market area are capturing spending from
non-local shoppers.
The leakage/surplus factor displayed in the chart to the right enables direct
comparisons of retail gaps across industries. The number ranges in value
from -100 to +100. Values near zero indicate market equilibrium, where
demand approximately equals supply. Values closer to +100 indicate that an
increasing share of local spending is being lost to other areas. Values closer
to -100 indicate that businesses are successfully attracting spending from
people who reside outside the market area.
Market strategy needs to be considered when interpreting the results of gap
analysis as none of the values indicate definite market opportunity, or lack
thereof. While strong positive values often indicate a potential market
opportunity to increase supply in a particular industry, the location may be
somewhat limited in its ability to supply the appropriate type of product. For
example, the Neighborhood Market Area shows strong potential for general
merchandise stores. However, most of this consumer spending occurs at big
box retailers that are unlikely to find an appropriate location downtown.

On the other end of the spectrum, a strongly negative number does not
indicate that new products cannot be supported. In fact, these values often
indicate that a particular industry is very successful and is attracting
spending from a larger market area. For example, the Neighborhood
Market Area has a leakage/surplus factor close to -100 for Drinking
Establishments, which isn’t surprising considering the downtown has a
successful cluster of these businesses.
For categories close to market equilibrium, such as grocery stores, it is
entirely possible for a high quality store that introduces superior products
and services to be successful. A quick scan of the existing supply of shops
that would qualify as a grocery store within the Neighborhood Market Area
reveals that most establishments are convenience stores or small markets
that capture some spending by providing daily necessities, but none of
these establishments are competitive to a full-service grocery store if it
were to enter the market place.

In an effort to provide more tangible numbers that give a sense of scale,
the chart to the right translates gap analysis values into approximate
square footages. For example, if the downtown were able to supply the
appropriate product and prevent any leakage of residential spending in the
General Merchandise category, it would support approximately 44,000
square feet of space, although a downtown-friendly product will be
considerably smaller in size.

RETAIL GAP ANALYSIS IN SQUARE FEET
Neighborhood Market Area

MARKET ANALYSIS

The target market segments identified in the residential analysis include
groups of people who tend to prefer urban environments and the unique
shops and restaurants they contain. Whether relocating downtown, or
staying in their current homes, these people are likely to be downtown
customers. Their spending habits and preferences can be used to help
provide additional insights into how much of the supportable downtown retail
will include high quality dining and apparel.
With household incomes above $70,000, In Style and Comfortable Empty
Nesters are relatively affluent groups that spend about 8-15% more than the
national average on food. Emerald City and Bright Young Professionals are
a slightly younger demographic with more of a modest income. Emerald City
spends slightly more than the national average on food and tends to value
organic food and environmentally friendly products. In contrast, Bright Young
Professionals spend 10% less than the national average on food, likely
because they tend to frequent fast-food and less expensive family
restaurants. The youngest target groups include Set to Impress and Young
and Restless, both of which are early in the careers and have household
incomes in the range of $30,000 to $40,000. Both groups spend significantly
less than the national average on food, however their spending on apparel
varies considerably.

A variety of unique dining, entertainment, and shopping options are the
hallmark of a rejuvenated downtown. Rather than a specific shop or
restaurant, the entire district becomes known as a destination of its own.
Downtown-affiliated tapestry groups, which total 15,000 households in
Evansville, will likely be a significant source of support for these
establishments.
Restaurants
If the downtown captured 25% of the spending of these tapestry groups on
restaurants and alcohol, the total supportable downtown retail space would
likely include 43,000 square feet of high-quality restaurant space. Even
though Downtown Evansville currently has roughly 72,000 square feet of
space being used for food service, a significant portion includes simple
sandwich shops and other basic restaurants that don’t offer the unique
experience sought after by Downtown-affiliated tapestry groups. Therefore,
demand still exists for these upscale establishments and Evansville can
expect to see more destination restaurants and upscale fast-casual chains
enter the marketplace.
Apparel
While a majority of apparel is not purchased at independent retailers, with the
right type of products and a high level of service, downtown boutiques may
be able to capture 10% of this spending, yielding one to two shops. The
addition of these restaurants and shops could build significant momentum for
Downtown Evansville, creating a virtuous cycle that attracts more residents
and visitors who will then support more establishments.

Residents within the Neighborhood Market Area will generate significant
support for retail space—estimated at 75,000 square feet. These residents
will want access to everyday needs such as grocery stores and pharmacies
as well as dining and entertainment. Downtown Evansville will also benefit
from retail demand generated by workers and visitors, which will be
examined on the following pages.
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the average daily expenditure estimated at $107. The proportion of day/
overnight visitors to the Ford Center is unknown, but reportedly, most users
of the convention center have been locals, who spend considerably less than
overnight visitors. With both facilities located directly downtown, more than
half of the daily spending of these visitors will likely be captured in the
immediate area, resulting in support for approximately 117,000 square feet of
retail space.
In addition to residents, downtown retail also serves individuals who come to
the area for work and play that are not accounted for in gap analysis, which
is based solely on where people live. Understanding potential spending from
these other groups can further inform how much retail can be supported
downtown.

Workers
Spending by nearby workers can support a significant amount of retail space,
particularly in a place like Downtown Evansville, where the concentration of
jobs is relatively high. According to research conducted by the International
Council of Shopping Centers (ICSC)3, office workers spend a considerable
amount of money near the office building during the work week, although the
dollar amount varies considerably based on the type of location and amount
of retail offerings in the immediate vicinity. Excluding transportation expenses
and online purchases, the largest portion of this spending (15 percent)
occurs at grocery stores, which offer supplies needed for home cooking and
increasingly, pre-prepared food ready for consumption. The next two highest
spending categories include fast food/deli/lunch eateries (11 percent) and full
service restaurants (10 percent). Office workers also patronize many other
types of establishments that are well-suited for a downtown environment,
such as personal care shops, drug stores, and entertainment. Using a
conservative estimate that the average Downtown Evansville worker spends
$7.50 per day (with 75 percent of this spending occurring downtown), results
in demand for nearly 125,000 square feet of retail and restaurant space.

Conventions-Sporting Events-Concerts
Between the Ford Center and the convention center, an estimated 635,000
visitors come to downtown every year. The daily amount spent by these
visitors varies significantly between day trippers and overnight visitors, with

Destinations
Destinations such as the Evansville Museum, children’s museum, and zoo
attract hundreds of thousands of visitors to the city each year. Likely, most of
these visitors are locals who will spend significantly less than overnight
visitors. Realistically, downtown would not capture all of this spending as
some of it will be spent on site (at the zoo or museum) and some will be lost
to other market areas. Therefore, an estimated capture rate of 50% was
applied to this visitor spending, which yields support for approximately
27,000 square feet of downtown retail space.

Cultural
While most large events and concerts happen at the Ford Center, the Victory
Theater is a historic formal venue downtown which attracts an estimated
200,000 visitors each year. In addition, downtown hosts several special
events which bring an additional 60,000 people annually. The typical visitor
spending on food and drinks, with a healthy capture rate of 75%, shows
support for 17,000 square feet of space. Despite the relatively small
demand, these types of visitors serve an important role for downtown as they
provide evening activity when most office workers are gone.

Casino
The Tropicana Evansville Casino is a major traffic generator, attracting an
estimated 1.4 million visitors per year. While this level of visitation generates
a significant amount of spending, a large majority of this spending stays
within the casino itself. This economic activity is still beneficial as it
generates a lot of taxes, the direct spillover effect for downtown is likely
rather low. If the downtown captures 10% of this spending by casino visitors,
it will support 43,000 square feet of downtown retail.

WORKERS

CONVENTIONS,
SPORTING EVENTS
& CONCERTS

DESTINATIONS

CULTURAL

CASINO
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The final step in determining retail demand involves looking at the future. As
Downtown Evansville begins implementing its plan and conditions improve,
new residents, workers, and visitors will spend more retail dollars downtown.
With the addition of the DoubleTree convention center hotel, it is reasonable
to assume that annual attendance will increase by 25%. This increased
activity in the future will support another 13,000 square feet of retail space. If
615,000 square feet of office is added to the downtown market,
approximately 1,900 new jobs would be accommodated, increasing retail
demand by 8,000 square feet. The approximately 1,800 residents who would
occupy the new residential units would support an additional 25,000 square
feet of retail space.

WORKERS

CONVENTIONS, SPORTING
EVENTS & CONCERTS

RESIDENTS

Market analysis revealed the strongest opportunities are for downtown
housing, with approximately 1,200 new units supported over the next ten
years. Early on, a majority of these will be rental apartments, but as the
downtown progresses, lower-density for-sale products may become viable.
Between demand from current and future residents, workers, and visitors,
about 450,000 square feet of total retail space can be supported. Given that
the downtown currently has an estimated 350,000 square feet of space,
approximately 100,000 square feet of new or significantly rehabbed space
will be needed over the next ten years. Downtown Evansville can expect to
see an overall improvement in the appearance and marketability of
commercial spaces, along with higher quality tenants.

MARKET CONCLUSIONS

Evansville can also expect to capture an increasing share of local
companies that are looking to relocate or expand. Up to 450,000 square
feet of new or rehabbed office space will be needed to accommodate this
growth. With anticipated improvements, the downtown will become a more
attractive destination for business travelers and tourists, generating demand
for approximately 200 more rooms.
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